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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The accession of ten new Member States, soon to be joined by two others, and the further
enlargements still to come mean that cohesion policy is faced with a fourfold challenge; growing
social and regional disparities, the emergence of new territorial inequalities, the continuing problem of
social exclusion and the public’s lack of involvement in the European project.

The contribution made by cohesion policy to the Lisbon and Gothenburg objectives is already a
substantial one. Although the regions must be encouraged to participate more in efforts to increase
competitiveness, and although there needs to be a greater consistency of measures at European,
national and regional levels, the priorities of cohesion policy ought not to be identified entirely with
those of Lisbon, and use of the open method of coordination should be avoided.

Constraints on public funds are often put forward as a justification for cuts to the cohesion budget.
Although such constraints mean that greater efforts must be undertaken to achieve efficiency and
results, their significance should not be underestimated, as they are often conceal attempts at
renationalisation which are mainly motivated by self-interest. New avenues of funding, in particular
loans and increased involvement of the private sector, must be explored in order to respond positively
to such problems.

Cohesion policy offers a broad array of instruments and a method which is widely acknowledged as
useful by the least advanced regions. In other areas, the complexity of the procedures, in relation to
the sums of money available, is often a root cause of inefficiency. However, cohesion policy has the
enormous advantage of being visible and tangible to Europeans, and its added value cannot therefore
be calculated merely in terms of percentage points of GDP. The provisions introduced in 2000 are far
from satisfactory, with the exception of the strengthening of links between the ESF and the European
Strategy for Employment, and of the widening of the partnership in programmes.

The aim behind the Commission’s proposal for a major restructuring of cohesion policy around three
priorities, namely convergence, competitiveness and territorial cooperation, is to bring it more into
line with current needs, although a question mark stills hangs over the issue of whether sufficient
preparation has been made for the changing needs of the new Member States. The Commission’s
proposal also includes major efforts to simplify and decentralise the management of the Structural
Funds. Nevertheless, in terms of goals and expertise acquired on territorial, social and economic
development, it is abandoning a number of instruments which have helped establish Community
added value, such as the integration of funds, Community Initiative Programmes and the mobilisation
of private funds.

As far as financial issues are concerned, and on the basis of the reactions of not only the Member
States, but also the regions, municipalities and social partners, the Commission’s proposal seems
reasonable. A number of modifications would appear to be necessary, mainly to avoid any negative
impact on regions affected by the statistical effect and to consolidate development progress. However,
it should not be forgotten that the debate on cohesion policy has now been cut short to a certain
extent, because of the transfer of certain policies into other budget headings such as rural
development. An overall view must therefore be taken when analysing any potential gains or losses.

By way of a summary of the lessons to be drawn from the foregoing analysis, the following are ten
practical recommendations for action and four calls for increased vigilance:
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1. Reinstate Community Initiative Programmes under the territorial cooperation objective, to be
included in a pillar on interregional cooperation conducted at European level, with
EUR 4.3 billion in funding. New subjects for cooperation adapted to an enlarged EU could
include the modernisation of public institutions, urban regeneration and town-country
relations. This measure could be made financially neutral by means of adjustments to the
pillar on transnational cooperation.

2. Extend the same treatment to regions affected by the statistical effect as to those which are
fully eligible. Such a measure would only cost EUR 6 billion, and would make it possible to
offset the effects of enlargement suffered by many countries, especially those most severely
affected, in terms of reduced grants.

3. Maintain synergy between the objective of competitiveness in rural areas and the EAFRD, by
drawing up appropriate strategic guidelines.

4. Restore the possibility of mobilising the private sector by setting up programmes in terms of
overall expenditure, including private funding. The Commission's proposal is to set the
Community contribution at the level of public expenditure, excluding private co-financing,
for the sake of simplification. This rule, exceptions to which have been made for the
convergence objective, leaves the other objectives without a significant means of leverage.

5. Extend the deadline for automatic decommitment to n+3, especially as the NMSs are likely to
have further absorption problems during the first few years.

6. Allocate budgets for cross-border cooperation by border and not by country, in order to
encourage innovation and breathe fresh life into cooperation. The proposed EGCC will give
rise to interesting opportunities in this respect.

7. Reinstate interim evaluations of programmes in converging regions, in order to monitor the
development of programmes at a sufficiently expert level.

8. Issue reports on national progress every two years, to avoid putting in place new bureaucratic
procedures.

9. Set up a genuine mid-term review after four years in order to review the Community’s
priorities and the regional strategies in the light of progress made or problems encountered. It
is difficult today to predict social and economic developments in the new Member States and
their ability to derive benefits from the Structural Funds. At the same time, it would be a good
idea to make provision for the development of appropriations which are differentiated
between regions of the old and new Member States. The former will have greater
opportunities to get their programming under way, whereas there is a risk that the latter will
lag behind.

10. Increase conditionality on the results of structural interventions instead of on macro-economic
developments, which do not necessarily bear any relation to programmes.
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The calls for increased vigilance relate to a number of risks associated with the outcome of
negotiations on the Financial Perspective;

A. Integrity of the EAFRD budget (at the level proposed by the Commission), as the EAFRD
acts as a necessary complement to European territorial development in rural areas

B. Integrity of the budget for the competitiveness objective (at the level proposed by the
Commission). Abolishing ERDF measures throughout the EU or cutting them back as far as
possible would deprive the EU of a major instrument ensuring visibility to Europeans.

C. An increase in the pre-accession budget to bring it up to a level comparable to that in 2000-
2006.

D. The continued existence of the acquis communautaire relating to the Structural Funds. It must
be ensured that the new programming system proposed by the Commission for 2007-2013,
which provides for Community strategic guidelines and national reference frameworks
accompanied by annual reports, does not result in a gradual shift in cohesion policy towards
the open method of coordination.

In conclusion, if the European Union were no more than a free-trade zone, cohesion policy could be
confined to a redistribution of funds benefiting the least advanced regions or countries in order to
offset income differences. As it stands, however, cohesion policy has very different aims; it is as
much a political project as a social and economic one. As a result, cohesion policy is understood as an
instrument geared to the needs of a development model in which solidarity and cooperation play an
active role.


